SUCCESSFULLY Navigating Conflict in the Workplace

Leader: Samantha Morales, Consultant, Labor Management Project

Managing difficult situations at work is an essential tool, especially as health care challenges everyone to work more inter-dependently and effectively. Conflict is a natural part of work, managing it well can increase efficiency and provide a source of innovation. This presentation focused on three specific skills designed to assist in addressing and managing conflict in and out the workplace.

The Content of this Workshop will Focus On:
Improving Staff/Resident/Patient Satisfaction

The Most Significant Role Labor-Management Collaboration Can Play in Supporting This Work Is:
- Labor and management leaders can work together to identify outstanding issues/concerns that prevent effective collaborative efforts.

This Initiative/Information Will Aid Your Facility in the Changing Health Care Environment By:
- Learning how to address conflict and working to problem solve issues.
- Improving staff interactions and customer service.
- Providing tools and techniques to help manage conflict during increasingly challenging times.

The Three Most Important Ideas or Lessons to Be Shared with Others About This Initiative:
1. Don’t ignore conflict.
2. Work jointly to address and develop solutions.
3. Monitor and track solutions and make adjustments when needed.